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""I · Draft Proposal for ES General Line 
l'IE RECOGNIZE nm NEED FOR FUNDAMENTAL SOCIAL CHANGE 
The History of Society Is the History of Class Struggle 
During the primitive stages of human development, technology was limited to sticks 
and stones. \'lhat was produced was sufficient only for a bare existence. But with the 
development of new tools. crafts and new methods of farming a surplus was produced 
above what was needed for subsistence. In order to expand production wars were fought 
and captives were made slaves to use the tools to produce wealth for their captors. 
This was the first division of society into 2 classes -- masters and slaves, exploiters 
and exploited, people who live upon the labor of others. 
It was a ruthless and brutal system. Slaves were but "talking tools" and their 
lives were held cheaply by their masters who lived lives of luxury and waste. The 
pyramids of Egypt and the tombs of China, Japan and Mexico attest to the extremes to 
which slaves were forced to labor. It was the cowitless masses of slaves who built 
the Egyptian. Greek, Roman and Chinese civilizations to their heights. 
Instead of developing new methods of production to increase its wealth, the ruling 
class conquered new territories from which it extracted taxes, goods and more slaves. 
Constant wars and compulsory military service led many of the free population into 
debt. Driven out by slave labor. the free craftsmen joined the impoverished masses who 
were without means of earning a living. There were numerous bloody slave revolts 
such as the rebellion led by the Roman slave Spartacus. Besides internal conflicts. 
there were revolts in the conquered territories and the threat of invasion. 
These conditions gave rise to the State and the instruments of government which 
the ruling class used to protect and maintain its power and wealth -- the armies, the 
police, the courts. officials and tax collectors. But the state was not able to arrest 
the decay of society, nor was it able to stop the revolutionary developments in the 
forces of production. 
New methods of working iron. the plough, the loom and new methods of farming plus 
a labor force of runaway slaves and free -- but landless -- peasants provided the oppor-
tunity to expand production to a level never before possible. 
The obstacle to progress was the reactionary slaveowning class. But slave revolts 
and civil wars struck deathblows to the slave system. and in its wake the class of 
landlords, in whose hands land had become concentrated. rose to power. In contradiction 
to this class were the masses of peasants and ex-slaves who. in return for the right 
to subsist on the land, were required to pay service and a part of their products to 
the landlord. Essentially .. what arose out of the destruction of the old society was 
a new form of exploitation -- feudalism. 
The development of trade and exchange intensified the exploitation of the masses, 
as the feudal lords' appetites for luxuries grew. In order to obtain money with which 
to buy these foreign goods, a greater surplus was required to exchange for money. The 
oppression of the makaainana by the chiefs during the sandalwood trade in Hawaii is a 
clear example of the effects of trade on a pre-capitalist economy. 
The monopoly of trade led to the accumulation of \-Jeal th in the hands of the mer-
chants who were eager to develop new forms of production -- manufacture and mass agri-
culture. The landlord-tenant bond, the ownership of land by the feudal lords, and the 
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state which upheld the feudal order of society were barriers to this development. But 
the feudal landlord class was in crisis. 
The feudal mode of production was such that the methods of faming and the 
landlord-peasant relation yielded low productivity, thus causine the feudal lords to 
incur debts and driving the peasants into poverty. Rather than improving the forces 
of production, the feudal lords chose to increase the exploitation of their subjects 
and to capture the wealth of their rivals through wars. This only led to deeper debt 
and the impoverishment of the masses. 
Modem History is the Record of the Ruthless Expansion of Capitalism 
The rising bourgeoisie of merchants and manufacturers and the new mode of pro-
duction they represented -- capitalism -- required land and labor. Land they got by 
capturing control of the state and enacting laws to break up feudal landholdings and 
making land into a commodity to be bought and sold. In Hawaii, the haole capitalists 
engineered the Great Mahele which resulted in the alienation of the Hawaiians from the 
land and the concentration of land in the capitalist class. In England, the bourgeoisie 
drove peasnats off the land by force and turned the farmland into pastures or large 
farms. The landless and debt-ridden peasants had two choices -- become beggars or 
wage-laborers for the bourgeoisie. So it was by dispossessing the peasants of their 
land that the bourgeoisie formed its labor force, the proletariat. 
Seeking greater wealth, the bourgeoisie tumed to the exploitation of lands over-
seas. The rape of Africa and the enslavement of its people, the colonization of the 
New World and the plWlder of the East Indies was the European capitalists' road to 
economic and political world domination. Estimates of the amotmt of wealth produced 
by the lucrative slave trade and squeezed out of the labor of the slaves come to about 
$1 billion dollars. The cost -- 60 million African lives, not including the decimation 
of native populations in the \lest Indies and Central America. 
By studying the history of human society we can see that the development of 
society from the lower to the higher stages has been accomplished by the overthrow of 
one class by another which represents a more advanced form of pruduction. 
This is the law of social development that revolutionized Hawaiian society between 
1778 and the late 1880s. Captain James Cook, when he set foot on the shores of these 
islands in 1778, represented the highest level of social development that Europe had 
achieved up to that time. He introduced a more highly developed set of productive 
forces -- iron tools, ships and gunpowder -- and a new set of productive relations --
the exploitation of workers by capitalists to yield surplus to exchange for profit. 
This signalled the total dislocation of Hawaiian society, becinning with the oppression 
of the common people by their own chiefs and the decimation of the Hawaiian population 
through overwork and disease. 
The existing mode of production in Hawaiian society -- communal property, a system 
of sharing~ and production for subsistence -- were obstacles in the drive to develop 
capitalist production. Following the same pattem as their peers in other areas of the 
world, the capitalists in Hawaii engineered the Great l-lahele which in effect dispossessed 
the Hawaiians of their lands and provided them with little choice but to sell their 
labor to the capitalists. 
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In .America, the colonial relation between the 13 colonies and Britain was the 
fetter upon the development of capitalism in the colonies. The Revolution of 1776 
smashed the economic and political domination of the British ruling class and paved 
the way for the tmrestricted development of capitalism in America. 
The ascendancy of the capitalist class was not limited to the economic sphere. 
It created or altered institutions to advance and consolidate its control over all of 
society. niat religion which supported the values of laissez faire capitalism (un-
restricted capitalism) became the religion recognized by the ruling class. Schools 
took on the function of transmitting the values of the rulina class -- free enterprise, 
competition, individualism, profit -- and training workers to maintain the division 
of labor -- the class divisions in society. In Hawaii, the University of Hawaii was 
established to serve the technological interests of the sugar planters, and the 
discriminatory English standard school system was set up to separate out the children 
of the haole elite from the children of the working class, to train the former into 
the elite class and to train the latter into the laboring class. 
A state apparatus was built to protect the interests of the capitalists. In the 
article "Constitution Called Work of Minority Rich" in the August 21, 1975 issue of 
the Advertiser, it is pointed out that: 
our Constitution was devised as a means of protecting land speculators 1 
bankers, manufacturers, shippers and slave owners from the politics and 
tendencies of the new co\Dltry' s majority of small farmers. 
the American Constitution simply doesn't make sense W1less it is lDlderstood 
that the document was written by representatives of a minority class of 
white men who not only stood to gain financially from the new government 
but were being overwhelmed by the increasingly democratic forces coming to 
power in the state governments. 
In Hawaii, the Bayonet Constitutuion was forced upon Kalakaua which made the 
King "subordinate in theory as well as in fact to the propertied haoles of Honolulu." 
(Lawrence Fuchs, Hawaii Pono, p. 29) 
The state instituted laws to protect private property, tariffs to secure the home 
market from foreicn competition, and military defense against foreign aggression. 
It was this capitalist class which then led the no.tion into a policy of expansion 
and national oppression which co11UDitted genocide against the native American Indians 
and conquered and annexed Mexican territory in the Southwest, and the Philippines and 
Hawaii in the Pacific. \n1y did a nation, born out of struggle against national 
oppression, become an oppressing nation in turn? The answer lies in the expand or 
die nature of capitalism. The pursuit of profits leads to increasing needs for land, 
labor, markets, and capital. l'lhen the nation cannot supply these demands, the capita-
lists have to seek other means. These means have included territorial conquest, colo-
nization, and importation of foreign labor. The fact of history is that the wealth of 
the monopoly capitalist class in the U.S. was squeezed out of the superexploitation 
of non-white people at home -- the Indians, the Blacks, the Chicanos, the Asians -- and 
abroad in Asia, Latin America, and Africa. 
.. 
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Capitalism Is On Its Deathbed 
Clearly, at this stage, expansion is becoming more and more difficult for the 
monopoly capitalists. Countries are resisting the inflow of U.S. capital and are 
levying tariffs on American goods. TI1ere are no areas left to conquer. Third \1orld 
nations are fichting back after decades of exploitation and political domination. 
South Vietnam and Angola are recent examples of this revolutio:.ary trend. The impli-
cations for imperialist countries, especially the U.S., are clear. No longer will 
they be able to obtain raw materials cheap frorn Third \~orld countries who will control 
their own resources and will use them to develop their economies in order to raise 
the standard of living of their people. It will become incr~1singly difficult for 
imperialists to dump their surplus goods overseas as Titird l'lorld and Second 11orld 
coum:ries aim toward self-reliance and trade based on mutual benefit. 
TI1e periodic crisis of overproduction, then, can be expected to worsen. And1 as 
the monopoly capitalists become more desperate in their purs 1.1it of profits we can 
expect more intense exploitation and oppression of people at home and abroad. 
Let's look at the present crisis. The Department of Commerce reported thnt the 
nation's Gross National Product (GNP), the broadest measure of national economic 
activity, "declined for a record second straight year in 1975 •.. There have never 
before been back-to-back yearly drops in the GNP since record-keeping began in 1946. " 
(Star-Bulletin, 1/20/76) In Hawaii, the balance of payments with mainland and foreign 
countries for 1973 showed a deficit of $299.5 million, "more than 2½ times the previous 
year's deficit." (Hawaii '75 Annual Economic Review, 25th Edition, Bank of Hawaii, 
p. 32) Tourism, one of Hawaii's top .industries. had a growth of only 1. 3% in 1975. 
"In the past decade, the industry has been accustomed to increases of 16 lJer cent to 
more than 30 per cent a year . . . . " (Star-Bulletin, 1/28/76) 
The recession has widened the gap between the rich and poor in the U.S. Between 
1968 and 1973 "a total of $20 billion was transfonned from the bottom three-fifths of 
U.S. families to the upper two-fifchs. 11 Statistics from the U.S. Bureau of the Census 
Survey, 1973, show that: 
• the poorest 20 per cent of the nation's families, those with 
incomes of $6,081 a year and under, received only S.: per cent of 
the total income. At the other end of the income scale, the top 20 
per cent of families, consisting of those whose incomes exceeded 
$19,253, received 41.1 per cent of the total. They had more income 
than the entire 60 per cent of the population at the bottom. The 
average family in this top "quintile" received 7.5 times the income of 
the average family in the lowest 20 per cent. (Advertiser, 6/2/75) 
Inflation -- which, like recession, is inherent in an unplanned, profit-driven 
economy -- has brought added hardship to the working class. Because of massive military 
?xpenditures to secure foreign markets, the government has been spendin~ more than it 
has been taking in and printing up more money to pay its bills, to balance payments, 
and to stimulate the sagging economy. As a result our currency is not worth much more 
than the paper it is printed on. 
The Census Bureau reported that "American families in 1974 had about the same real 
income as tl1ey did in 1969, even though tht.! dollar amount of earnings rose substantially 
. . • . " (Star-Bulletin, 1/31/76). The Bank of Hawaii's annual economic report says 
that in Hawaii: 
while the average waee in 1974, in current dollars was $8,881, 
in 11real 11 terms, using constant 1960 dollars, the average wage paid 
amounted to $5,337 last year, the lowest since 1969, reflecting the 
serious inroads made by inflation in Hawaii as elsewhere in the United 
States. (p. 15) 
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The cost of livine in Hawaii in 1974 increased 10.5% over 1973. The cost of food 
rose 17. 4r.:, and the cost of housing rose 7. 6%. The Department of Labor estimated that 
a typical family of four in Hawaii on a low budget (renting a home and havine a diet 
largely starch with little meat) in 1974 needed an income of $11,383 (an increase of 
25% from 1972) but State statistics show that "It's clear that the 'average'salary 
for a worker is barely enough to meet the Labor Department's 'low-budget' needs for 
a family of four." (Advertiser, 4/16/75) 
The Census Bureau also reported that inflation "plunged another 1.3 million 
persons into poverty" so that over 10% of the population (24.3 million Americans) 
were classified as poor in 1974. What was significant was that "all those who fell 
into poverty in 1974 were employed." The l3ureau reported that 11the 12 per cent 
inflation of 1974 -- the worst since \forld War II -- eroded wage and salary gains made 
in the previous four years, but hurt tho richest least. (Star-Bulletin, 1/31/76) 
In fact, the top 10 highest paid business executives earned between them a total 
of $7 ,llSJ000 in 1974. Four of the top 11 were from the oil industry which "enjoyed 
a bonanza year" profittin3 off of the outrageous gas prices that the people had to pay. 
(Parade, 6/15/75) In Hawaii, Amfac, Dillingham Corp., Castle & Cooke, Alexander & 
Baldwin, and C. Brewer & Co. all recorded increased sales from 8.4!'., to 104.3% for 1974. 
The sugar shortage led to record high revenues for Alexander & Baldwin and C. Brewer 
& •. Co.,_,and·Aofac:had .sales of.-.over ·il billion dollars. 
The crisis is hitting national minorities with particular force. In the ghettos, 
they are forced to pay even higher prices. On the job site, they are last hired, first 
fired. They become scapegoats -- pointed to by the ruling class as the cause of society's 
problems -- as a tactic to divide people's struggles. Deportation raids are taking 
place against aliens . Blacks are subjected to racist genetics studies which are used 
lJy the ruling class to justify and reinforce inequality -- to justify sterilization 
(llilliam Shockley) and cutting off of funds to upgrade their quality of education 
(Arthur Jensen). A eenetics study is being conducted right here at UH to research the 
hereditability of intelligence. The study is justified on the grounds that it will 
provide a "basis for future decisions about the disturbine but inevitable questions 
about population control which will have to be made at covernmental level. 11 
Since slave society when men, by virtue of their ownership of the means of 
production, c~e to dom~ate s~ciety, women have been exploited as cheap or unpaid 
labor and denied equal rights in employment, education, religion, and politics . Only 
after a long struggle becinning in 1848 was women's suffrage finally won in 1920 in the 
U.S. But as time passed and the condition of women remained W1changed, women realized 
that suffrage was not the answer to their exploitation in the home and in the factory. 
The \'lomen' s Liberation Movement of the 1960s and 1970s aimed at achieving equality 
\•1here it matters -- in the economic sphere -- and succeeded in winning the Equal Rights 
1\mendment. In the present economic crisis, however, women find themselves in a double 
bind: having to work to keep the family's income ahead of inflation but beine among 
the first to be laid off. In these conditions, the ERA is but an empty gesture. 
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The crisis does not spare the youth. "Half the nation's 16 million young people 
between 16 and 19 are jobless, including two-thirds of the blacks in this age range. 11 
(Advertiser, 7/27/75) Today's youth are crowinc up in a decadent capitalist culture 
which exploits sex and violence in books, maj!azines, TV shows, movies. With little to 
look forward to they are attracted to mysticism, dope, and religious fanaticism. '1The 
NEA said that in 1975 students committed more than 100 murders, 12,000 armed robberies, 
9,000 rapes and 204,000 a1mravated assaults." (Star-Bulletin, 2/2/76) In the schools 
themselves there were 207,000 burglaries and vandalism that resulted in $600 million 
worth of damage. The "solution" to these conditions has been: 
"Millions are beinc spent on sophisticated security systems and 
armed police patrols in and around troubled schools. Closed-
circuit television, electric sensors, walkie-talkies, pocket-
size 'panic buttons• that allow teachers to signal the central office 
when threatened by youths -- these already are used where crime 
stalks the corridors and classrooms. " 
The burden of the crisis is bein:g shifted onto college students, too. Hikes in 
tuition, dorm, and parking fees are driving up the cost of education, while funds 
for financial aid programs are being cut back. More and more working class and self-
supporting students are turning to the community colleges. In 1974, 23,600 students out 
of 40,000 students in the University of Hawaii system held jobs. (Star-Bulletin, 
2/6/76) l'Jhile the costs of education increase each year. the quality of education 
is deterioratine. Cutbacks in course offerings and faculty have created less 
desirable learning conditions. Ethnic studies programs which minority students fought 
for and won have been cut. On November 18, President Ford asked Congress to cut 
$1.28 billion in 1976 education appropriations. The AAUPP Legislative News, Nov. 
26, 1975, reported that the proposed cuts include: 
the entire appropriation of $240 million for Supplemental Educational 
Opportunity Grants; $140 million of a total appropriation of $390 
million for College llork-Study; and the entire appropriation of $322.5 
million for the National Direct Student Loans. Rescissions were also 
requested for language training and area-studies centers, community 
service programs, • veterans' cost of instruction •.. ethnic 
heritage studies •••• 
The future that capitalist society holds for today's youth is bleak. The 
prospects of unemployment and having to fight in an imperialist war offer little hope. 
The Dasie Contradiction Is Between Social Production and Private Appropriation 
It is clear who is bearing the brunt of the recession and inflation -- the vast 
r.1ajority of people in the working class on 1-1bose backs the monopoly capitalists shift 
the furden of the crisis. The monopoly capitalists can slow down or shut do\m produc-
tion and lay off workers l.llltil the surplus of goods wears dmm. They can keep goods 
off the market, creating artificial shortages and thereby driving up prices. TI1ey can 
destroy eoods -- goods that the people need but cannot afford -- rather than selling 
them at a lower price. TI1ey can fix prices in the industry they monopolize, as we 
saw in the sugar and oil industries. They can close down factories and run away to 
• 
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foreicn countries where materials and labor are cheap. All this the monopoly capi-
talists can do because they control the means of production, including the labor power 
of the workers. And all these they have done and will continue to do because of their 
primary concern -- profits for their class. 
i•ionopoly capitalists can use the courts to impose injunctions on strikes and to 
undermine the ability and right of workers to strike. For example, on October 15, 
1975, the Federal court ruled in favor of Hawaiian Telephone Company, denyinc unemploy-
ment compensation to the 3,000 Ilm1fel workers who struck the company in 1974. 
The monopoly capitalists can use the police to enforce court orders, to break 
up strikes and people's demonstrations (such as the January 21, 1976 arrests at the 
People's Coalition demonstration at the Capitol), to evict people from their homes 
to pave the way for their profit-seeking development (I(alama Valley), and to terrorize 
national minorities in their collBllunitics. 
The monopoly capitalists can use the legislature to enact anti-strike bills such 
as Senate Bill 1126, introduced by Inouye and Fong in 1975. Other pro-monopoly 
capitalist bills are the Rodino bill which is aimed against aliens who the monopoly 
capitalist first exploit and then try to get rid of when they create a "labor surplus, 11 
and Senate Bill 1. Bill Blum of the National Lawyers' Guild points out: 
As the current economic crisis in the US deepens, a confrontation 
between those seekine progressive social change and those who seek 
to preserve the outmoded economic and political structures of 
monopoly capitalism is almost inevitable .•. The interests protected 
by S-1 are the values of accumulated wealth and property. The bill 
directly frustrates such vital interests of the American people as 
free speech, meanineful work, adequate and stable livinc standards 
and active participation in the formulation of social and political 
policy. It also renders the class character of the government 
transparent. 
The monopoly capitalists can use the military and the CIA to intervene in the 
internal affairs of foreign countries in order to destabilize anti-imperialist 
governments such as Allende's eovernment ii} Chile, to protect Alaerican investments 
from worker uprisings and attempts to nationalize multinational industries in Latin 
America and the iliddle East. and to assassinate anti-imperialist leaders such as 
Cuba I s Castro and the Congo's Lumumba. 
Billions of dollars in foreign aid are spent to prop up racist, fascist, and 
puppet regimes that protect the interests of .AIJerican imperialists. Repressive eovern-
1i1ents, including 56 military dictatorships, in So. Africa. So. Vietnam, So. Korea, 
Greece, Spain, the Philippines and other countries have received $31 billion in U.S. 
aid since 1945 which they have used to "terrorize and subjugate their own people," 
according to a study made by Senator Alan Cranston of California. 
All this the monopoly capitalists can do throuah campaign contributions, influential 
lobbies, bribes (Spiro Agnew), putting their own men into high offices (notably Robert ' 
t-lcNamara of Ford Motor Company as Secretary of Defense under Kennedy, and presently 
Nelson Rockefeller as Vice President and Henry Kissinger -- formerly with the Rocke-
fellers - - as Secretary of State) and primarily because historically the state was 
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set up for the purpose of protecting the interests of the bourgeoisie. Therefore, it 
is not surprisine that 20% of U.S. senators are millionaires, including Inouye and Fong 
of Hawaii. (Parade, 2/15/76) 
The Trend in the llorld Is Revolution and Socialism 
Capitalist society has reached the point where the forces of production-- the 
level of skill of the workers and advanced technology -- provide the basis for a 
standard of living only dreamed of in the past. But in contradiction to this is the 
reactionary monopoly capitalist class. 111e means of production -- the land, the 
factories, the machines -- which are absolutely essential to produce our basic needs 
are 1,1rivately owned by a small class of monopoly capitalists. And because they will 
produce for their profit, the people's needs for housing, adeqt1ate food and clothing, 
proper medical care, decent education, and old-age security are not provided for. 
The working class which produces the wealth in society is driven into poverty. 
Again the contradiction between the forces of production and the relations of 
production -- those that produce the wealth of society and those that appropriate the 
wealth has intensified in capitalist society. Historically, this contracition has 
been resolved through the overthrow of the ruling class by the class \ihich represents 
the more advanced form of production and the formation of a new social system. Contemp-
orary history shows that the contradictions in capitalism have led to proletarian 
revolution -- the overthrow of the bourgeoisie and the establishment of the dictatorship 
of the proletariat -- and the construction of a socialist society based on social 
ownership and control of the productive forces in society and where the state serves 
to facilitate the transition to a classless society, free of exploitation and inequality. 
Fundamental channes were made. Capitalist relations of production -- the root 
cause of economic, political, and social oppression -- were destroyed. The bourgeois 
state -- the le3islativc body, the courts, and the 1:Jilitary -- whose function was to 
maintain the rule of the bourgeoisie was abolished. And bourgeois culture and ideology 
were combatted. 
Beginning with the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia in 1917, socialism has been 
steadily advancing. China, Albania, No. Korea, Cuba, and in 1975 So. Vietnam.Cambodia 
and Laos have also \·son liberation from imperialism and the oppressive rule of the 
bourgeoisie and axe building socialist .~ocieties. The older socialist countries have 
made tremendous strides in increasing productivity, stabilizing prices, raising the 
general standard of living, and brincing about full employment and racial and sexual 
equality. 
The world is in upheaval as revolutions sweep across the continents. In 1974 
;,iozambique. Guinea-Dissau and Angola won _independence from Portugal. Portu[!al, a 
Second World country, itself a victio of parasitic imperialism, is in political turmoil . 
In 1975, Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos defeated the biggest superpower in the world --
the U. S. -- and won national liberation after decades of undying struggle. In the 
t,liddle East, in Latin America, in Puerto Rico, in the South Pacific, in the Philippines 
resistance grows day by day. 
' 
The Working Class Is the Main Force 
The main force in all of these revolutions has been the workinc class. Under 
capitalism, workers have been brought together into large productive units. They 
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i1avc been taught to work as a team, and they have developed discipline and organization. 
As such, the working class -- together with the available machinery_ -- represents the 
highest development of society's productive forces. Thus the working class has the 
skill to realize the vast productive potential inherent in machinery and large-scale 
social production to better the conditions of life of the masses. 
i'le Stand with the \·Jorldnc Class 
The history of ethnic minorities and the whole workinc class in lfa~a~i is a 
histocy of struggle against the Qourgeoisie to better the standard of living and 
to eain democratic rights. Only through struggle, did the quality of life of Hawaii's 
ethnic and workinn people improve. Unionism and electoral politics were initially 
progressive and brought needed reforms but have not solved the basic economic, political 
and social inequalities in our society. 
Ue look at the alternatives facing us. One is the continued existence of capitalism 
through more intense exploitation and oppression of people at home and abroad, crisis, 
war, temporary recovery, then worse crisis, fascism, war, and devastation. The other 
alternative is the hope for a better life that socialism offers. \'le recofillize the 
need for fundamental social change and lookine over the dc"velopment of society, seeing 
that each social revolution has brought about a better society, and seeing the trend 
in the world today toward socialism we are open to the study of socialism and we arc 
open to the study of the revolutionary theory of i,larxism-Leninism-1-iao Tse Tung TI10ught 
and its application to the historical and contemporary conditions in Hmtaii, the U.S.• 
and the world. 
In our work in the Ethnic Studies Program we will aim at developinc politically 
class class conscious students as allies of the workinc class, linked in the struggle 
for fundamental social change. 
.,_ 
• 
-~ " , . praft of part II for discussion on March 26 
WE RECOGNIZE 'l'HJt'l' EDUCATION, AS PART OF THE SUPERSTRUCTURE W:·UCB SUPPORTS 
THE ROLE OF THE MQNOPOLY ~JTALISTS, . IS A BARRIER TO FUNDAMENTAL 'SOCIAL CHANGE . •.J •• . . -
• • ' • • •. I 
The Historical role of Education in the capitalist System 
. ! 
' ' The educatiOJ b system, like any other institution in the U.S • . ,- is part of · 
the superstructute~which -makes c-:, ani:1 mtpports the continued r:ile of the small · 
iilonopoly capl ta1ist . class. . . Today', ·education is · one· •C>f largest . and most powerful · 
institutions iif . the :·u.s .•. with 1/4 .of the population enrolled ·in. elementary, · 
secondary, and -·higher insti t11tiC4~s· of ·learning. One per cent ·of the population ' 
is also employed as .teachers. · · 
Historically ;· ,thi:! · .u. s •. was : the first advanced capita list country to 
introduce universal •,public education. Since its establishment in _ the 19th . 
century, public ·education hes ~en closely tied with the tremendous ,new ne~ds· ; 
of the risirig~monopoly _capitalist ·cla.ss. The U.'S. economy was-expanding at a 
rate apd scale. 7 far outstripping the cider capitalist countries of Europe • . 
,f.merica was fast becoming ,the center for the 1atest technological advances~$ major 
industries··were · oecaning •larger end more complex . rn order for the capitalists . 
economy to reach new level-, it required at the same time, an advance in the cultutal 
level of the working class. This was because of the basic fact that they would · , ' • 
be running the machines and assembly lines and not the capitalists. 
Universal -public education mean~ bringing the sons and daughters of the .working 
class to a minimal 'level of literacy (reading, writing, basic math sk 1ills, , . 
and the ability , to speak the English · la.~guage) that they would be prepare~ to . run 
machinery, re~<! instructions, a.."ld take orders from foremen and managers . in 
factories and businesses. The basic motive for publicnlly funded education 'was 
meant to further enslave the . working class and not to liberate them from 
~nopoly capitalist class · rule. It is for this reason that the ruling class 
~ook up•and .encouraged "state supported public education. 
' 
It is -in this ,context that we must look at the manipulation of students by an 
education system in a capitalist society at every level of · learning~ Primarily, 
,tudents are trained to beccme worJ-:ers at different levels and positions in ;:• 
~apitalist pro~uction, a system controlled by the monopoly capitalist class. 
Education not only trains th ~ student to accept a position, but also functions 
1:0 uphold an ·exploititive class soci e ty by tracking students into mental · or manual 
1:raining. · · ' 
; The tracking system began. eurly in Hawaii's edµcation. An English St:andard 
school system was established in th e l900's wher~ the English language was ·used 
~s the basis for ·. entrance exams. Those youth who had mastered the English language 
were admitted into school whi~h offered special education in advanced skills, 
~eory and leadership. Those who did .not pass the test -because they spoke pidgin 
~glish ( a "lingo"not considered English) were trained and prepared for vo~atio~Jl, 
work in agriculture and mechanics, . basic · skills needed ,:c,·f~ • Hawaii's sugar · and "'-
pineapple· plantation ~conomy. In J 9 I 8, a_• territorial biennial report suggested 
this as policy: "one of the mo~t .most serious tasks placed upon the schools is that 
Of developing in their graduates a tondancy towards agricultur~l and'-mebhanical 
~ployment." It was made clear that acaqemics of "schoolin1" were .well and 
goodbut, Hawaii's educators needed to put .foremost anotjler a~, training for work. 
The intermediate schools were prepared to serve that SaJ!le purpose '.as they po~nted out 
their purpose to be the preparation of students . for "citizens!µ.p7 health, and the . 
ability to m".ke good in sc:ue productiva labor." In response to, Hawaii's · 
particular · economic situa~ion and social order , the monopoly _ capitalists · tthe ·~Big S) 
_... E>d 
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realized that :-the economy depended on unskilled, low-cost labor, and-a well 
educated work force would be a threat to their interests. 
The school , system · emphasizes social conditioning whichunderscores mind-
less regimentattion (obediance, forced punctuality, etc.)and unquestional 
submission to authority, and blind loyalty to school or team. All these 
ideas indoctrinated in . •their minds will eventually keep them oppressed 
as workers. Grades, conduct reports, exams, tardiness, and authoritarian 
roles between students and teachers all facilitate and reinforce this type 
of "employer mentality". Students are faced with the prospect of making it 
and getting ahead by competeing and studying harder than the next student. 
These type~ of controls over the students demand the same type of passive 
acceptance and suppression of dissent that will be required of them< 
on the job sight. 
In Hawaii even the lunch period was used to assimilate the .studentsr 
into a business like managerial control atmosphere with separate work 
groups carrying out different chores under different "leaders". It was a 
concious policy of those in control of the school system .t..,at the best may 
to facilitate learning in the classroom was through manual chores. In the 
elemetary schools early in this century their were also gardens where the 
children as young as they were , ... iliJc.>re t"~u~ skill:s - in pro ·=:·.~ctj.ye·: ~j.culture • . 
: .. 
The University: A Bastion of Bourgeoise Ideology 
Unlike the nature0f mass education in the public school 'syn-t:811\-, 1 
the university is an institution that trains the proffessionals and intellectual 
elite of the society who perpetuate bourgeoise ideology that justifies the . 
existence of capitalism and maintains the rule of the monopoly capitalist 
class. The most important role of the university in the class structure -
of education is that it is primarily where the production and refinement 
of ideas justifying and propagating the capitalist mode of production is 
carried on •• This is the work of scholars, scientists, lawyers,artists, 
etc. and it is they who produce the legal precepts, political theory, economic 
thoughts, philosophical ideas, artistic sensibilities 1racism; ·Kepiesian economi:es+.tion~ 
Eastern Mysticism, etc.) that hide the real class relations of people in this 
society. 
Universities not only h61p to maintain monopoly capitalist class rule by 
spreading bourgeoise ideology, but also by serving as chief centers for most 
of the war related and industry related research. These researchers engage 
in the actual development, constuction, and testing of new machinery and 
production techniques. These experiments benefit capitalist enterprise 
but are paid for by the working class through their taxes. 
With the sugar industry well established in Hawaii and the pineapple 
quickly becoming Hawaii's second largest agricultural industry, the University 
of Hawaii was established in 1907 as a land grant College of Agriculture and 
Mechanic Arts. The purppse of the college was to provide" tho-.:ough·instruc:uion -
in the agriculture arts, mechanic arts,and the natural sciences coMected 
therewith and such instruction in other branches of advanced learning as the 
Board of Regents may from time to time prescribe and to give such instruction 
in the military as the federal government may require." Industry at the 
time was heavily dependent on large amounts of manual laborand needed to ~advance 
industrially and technologically in order to compe~e.in the sugar market 
profitably. This meant the need for mechanization and the expertise (engineers, 
and mechanics) with the skills to operate the advancing industry. 
Education was becoming a tool of the monopoly capitalist class, the aig 5 
.,. .. ' • 
,-:,, : . .. 
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~o serve ·the.i:r;'._own interests. 'Ihe Unl-versity lias clearly becoming the tralninc;t'" 
I,\'• • • ',~ 0 I • - - • • • 
groun~for the managers and supervisors of the developing ,industries iJi 
t!o. ;,,; t.k:udci.~ al.-acu: obJ.1.uon h;iA ;1 l TQ:any h,;u;,n ~aQkgd S•- an opp::•,-•• 
to aquire this higher level of education • by the English Standard system which 
sip~ned out the children of Hawaii's multi-ethnic . working class • . Unable to attend 
the university , they were also unable to attain higher · positi _ons in Plantation -
production. - ~-
; .. The, recommendation of the Governors Advisory Committee on Education in 1931, 
spelled out the texms of ·· this selective procll!ss. The University had a policy 
that . it-should be able to attract specialists and for that reason a definite limit -:~:-1.t 
should be set to the amount of
0
highschool graduates admitted to the University. 
From surveys on tpe sugar and pine industii~s the University recognized .the 
fact that - because of "large scale organization of economic activity" (plantations) 
in the islands the jobs open to proffessional were limited to 35 out of a 1000 jobs. 
University administrators admitted "all education is a selective ·process after 
youths reach the end of compulsory education."The committee went on to sar that 
"the territory needs to discover and train persons of superior abilityfor 'special 
duties and respon!fibilities that require the very best higher education. · It must 
be sure that tho~e. selected for his advanced training are persons of outstanding 
'ability ~and · character so that public funds are not expended on the mediocre or 
the leadership of the incompetent". Entrance ex~ would serve that purpos~ 
for "it was keeping in the principles of 'justice and humanity to refuse entrance 
to those who are obviously unqua
0
lified to do suc.cessful college work , for · · · 
failure ·inevitaJ?l,y results in hU1Diliation and discouragement~ ' . . 
The uhiversity :.systent was s.ound business policy and and wise economy , . 
for the controlling monopoly capitalist class in Hawaii. The cost of developing 
new ti!chnological techni-logic~ techniques and paying expert scientists and 
engineers was ' high. In order 'to .take up these programs and attract the people 
with the experiance needed, the public began to pick up the tab as theuniversity 
took on these tasks of the gr~ing .agriculture .undustries. ' 'In 1924 the Board .of 
Regents agreed to maintain the Pineapple Research Institue and run a experiment . . =~ 
for the Hawaiian Pineapple Growers Associ-ation. In 1929 the Hawaibtl '·' ·: 
Agriculture Station was established. ' , .. - · 
ZA: -l.924. whep Hawaii , was · continually becoming a powerfully s'trategic 
base for the United _ States military, the University ·established the · Reserve 
Office~s 'l'raining 'Core •• . And, as the u.s. economic and political interests 
began to grow in Asia and the Middle East the Oriental Institute was established •in · 
1935 as a "potent force for the international understanding and peace in the 
Pacific. Iater in ' · . 1960 the East-West Center was established for 
essentialiy the same purpose. . , . : ' 
• , ., . 
In 1959 the College of Business was- established where students were 
trained in the· management of busi .ness , finance, and accounting. Eventually 
the Tourist Industry Management College was establ~shed and ' Hawai i's major 
industries began to shift .from agriculture to tourism and urban development. . ' 
The University as well as schools in general also fulfill the crucial 
ro1e •'of of political indoctrination, consolidating in the peoples minds the 
bourgeoise version of American liistory. This perspective . of ·the ruling class 
subordi~ates the contributions of the masses in moving the society forwrd. · 
It hi~~s -~e fact that the working ·class, through their . labor pow~r, 
have created all the wealth . in society, and that the monopoly capitalist 
class, because thay owin the means o~_production have . reaped the benefits .. 
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their production. 'Ihe rol of national minorities are also depicted inadequatly anq 1, 
participation in history is degraded or left out. From elementary sob.ool to 
college , lies . are propagated about how the Kings, queens ·, ·· p'residentii, ·· businessmen . .. and heroe have built America through "brains and ambition", "rugged individualiSD1"; 
aI\d "manifest destiny". Meanwhile the true history of working p~ople. is 
bastardized or left untold. 
In 1921. a Pscycological and Pscycopathic Clinic was set up under the direction 
of Stanley D. Porteus at the University of Hawaii. Porteus was a social 
scientist who developed a maze test and a rating scale which he used to add 
scientific validation to the racial divisions and stereotyping perpetuated 
by the Big 5 to keep Hawaii's multi-ethnic working class exploited on the 
plantations. Porteus was only one individual but represented the vie~s of 
many social scientists whose research was used as a justification for monopoly 
capitalist class rule ·. In a statement on FilipinoA in Hawaii he said"to 1112Jte 
the system of schooling too over-scholastic might be worse than no benefit 
at all. 'l'he surest way to make a malcontent is to educate him either above 
his intelligence or his oppurtunities". The message was clear, education 
was and still is a tool to maintain a social hierarchy with top positions 
reserved for the ruling class. Today at the University of Hawaii our social 
Science building is named after this racist and studies that threzten the use 
of racism to devide people and "prove" that one race is superior and the other 
inferior because of genetic make-up is being carried on. 
Today at the University of Hawaii ,high tuition costs and entrance exams 
which have a bourgeoise clas biased discriminate against youth from the working 
class and minority backgrounds. conditions at the university are already 
~ing it an elite institute of higher learning and tracking worling class 
student into the community colleges. There fore students tend to be from 
petty bourgeois and bourgeois backgrounds and have bourgeois aspirations. 
In 1970 the percentage of caucasions in the University was 32.11,Japanese 381 
Hawaiian a.nd part-Hawaiians 4.41, Chinese 11.1, and Filipinos 2.2,. Statistics 
show that Hawaiians, Samoans, e.nd Filipinos especially are discrimnated 
throughout the entire school system and by the they the time they reach 
college age they make up very small percentages of the University population. 
Students are isolated from the particular problems of oppression and 
exploitation that the working class faces. Even if they are aware of the 
social problems, they lack the analytical :tools with which to combat the ruling 
class explanation of these problems which blame the poor, workers, national 
,minorities,and metaphysical attitudes about human nature, fatalism, and defeatism 
for the societies social ills. 
Bourgeois Ideology, A Barrier to Bringing About Fundamental Social Change 
At the University, theory is seperated from practice and knowl~dge 
becomes a tool for self-gain and not for the purpose of serving the .needs 
of the working class. The results of going through this educational process 
is the creation of ideas and attitudes which keep the student passive uninvolved 
and unwilling to stuggle to bring about social change. Even thoU9h the education 
Fystem tries to isolate the student from the real problems of the world, 
contradictions and problems of capitalist society still exist ana the student 
must live amoungst them. In the past, most students had no relation to to the 
productive forces of the society, but today, even as students, they are working 
in jobs to support themselves. They are faced with rising costs due to runaway 
inflation, the prospect of finding a better job upon graduation, and 
the :'..idea of not being able to afford a home when they want to get one. Imnediately, 
while still in school, students are discriminated agianst as part=timers, 
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working for less pay. 
Although they face these conditionsthere are many barriers created by the 
education system that keep them from doing anything about them. Because of 
a lack of proletarian ideology and exposure to the contributions of national 
minorities, their is development of inferiority, self-hate, and narrow nationalism 
amoungst minority students. In the University only two course are offerered 
on labor history, and until recently through the establish.nent of the Ethnic Studies 
program has the history of our. own parents and grandparents been taught. The 
lack of positive ethnic identity that this type of education creates keeps people 
devided and oppressed, unable to see thl: c~~l~e~ as ~quals. 
At the same time students are driven towards individualism by competition 
that devide·s them and pits them against each other, keeping them from becoming 
socially motivated to fight against existing prcblems. "Its going to happen 
anyway" and "theres nothing we can do" typify the outlook developed and 
fosterdd by bourgeois education. It is an outlook which hides the true problems 
fo the world, and keeps students from analyzing those problems seriously. 
Bourgeois education offers no exposure to class struggle and class conciousness 
nor a means to bring about fundamental social change. 
Education A Tool For the Working Class 
Within the University students have been able to develop progressive ideas 
and at the same time fight back against oppression coming down upon them 
and joi~ing in support of struggles of the working class. Again our own Ethnic 
Studies Progra- m is an example of this along with our support of the recent stop ·,·i 
Evictions Now march and many other academic aspects of work carried out in 
the program and on campus. Education has a dialecticalrelationship in our 
society in that it can be a tool of the working class to organize themselves 
against poor conditions and to struggle for control over their own lives. 
Historically, when public education was introduced it was accepted becaµse 
its progressiveness, by the working class. The "academic freedom" the university 
"offers" can and will backfire on the monopoly capitalist class and provide 
the conditions for revolutionary education. Universities can become cultural 
bases of cultural revolution where most thorough critique can be made of the 
Universitmes reactionary and bourgeois role. The University should become an 
area where the monopoly capitalist class role and ideology can be exposed 
and combatted with the ideology and eventually the strenghth of the working 
class. 
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Dr.aft of Part III for discussion on March 26, 1976 
Courses should discuss this and make concrete suggestions for improvement. This pa:·-:: 
should be .. general ·anc1 incorporate the · practice· of all tr1e courses. If t.l-ierc are addi :-. 
tions or deletions, please write them for distribution for discussion on Friday at th3 
wqrkshop. 
(~) TI-IEREFORE, OUR ROLE AS STAFF OF TIIE ETHNIC snJDIES PROGRAM AT UHM IS TO LAY nm BASIS 
FQR 'll-lE UH COM4JNITY (STUDENTS, FACULTY, CAMPUS \IORKERS) TO UNITE WinI THE l\ORKING CLASS 
TO SfRUGGLE AGAINSI' nm RULE OF THE MJNOPOLY CAPITALISI' CLASS AlID ITS ECCNJ.fIC SYSTEM 
AND INSTITlITIOOS IN ORDER TO BRING ABWf FUNDAMEm'AL SOCIAL CHANGE, BY: 
t· 
a)' exposing the class nature of this society, the rule by the bourgeoisie and the ideo-
logy used to maintain their rule, through lectures, labs, readings, assignments, 
fonuns and involvement in campus and corrammity struggles. 
• 
b) developing the political class consciousness of UH students, faculty and campus work~r 
by providing a DHM analysis in lectures, labs ••• forums 
cJ Involving students, faculty and campus workers in the struggles of oppressed people. 
Discussion 
, Exposing the class nature of society, the rule of the bourgeoisie and the ideology 
and superstructure used to maintain their rule, in short, combatting bourgeois ideology 
i$ • one part of laying the basis for unity between the UH cornmtmi ty and the working class. 
'f4e other part is providing a dialectical historical materialist analysis of the condi- . 
t~ons of Hawaii's multi-ethnic working class and the particular contradictions they face : 
This would lay out concretely and historically, why students should begin to identify 
their own roots, experiences and interests with those of the working class and other 
oppressed peoples, and develop the outlook and perspective of the working class. Both 
are part of the process of developing the political class consciousness of the students 
other members of the UH conmruni ty. Our aim in developing their political class 
COl15ciousness is to motivate them to work wholeheartedly now, and/or in the future, fer 
a petter quality of life for the vast majority of people. The following describes 
more particularly what is meant by political class consciousness: 
' 
· Awareness that problems exist, and that they are rooted in the basic contradiction ~l 
'-.. the capitalist system where value and products are socially produced by the working 
'Class, but the means of production are privately owned and 1 herefore the owners, who 
make up the capitalist ruling class, privately expropriate the value of what is 
, produced. 
Understanding the historical development of the mode of production in Hawaii from 
semi-comnunal/feudal agricultural subsistence to a capitalist conmercial market 
economy as the basis for the changes in the lifestyle of the people, their relations 
in production, their relation to the means of production and the rise of a new 
explotative class of merchant capitalists is basic to developing class conscious 
awareness of the problems that we face in Hawaii today. Of primary importance is to 
tmderstand the class forces and the class struggle that developed in response to 
the changing conditions. Particular contradictions that we cover are: monopoly of 
, land, the reasons for the housing crisis, exploitation of the multi-ethnic working 
class in Hawaii, cultural genocide, racism, sexism, .American imperialist exploitatic:1 
of HawaUaos, iumigrant groups, and the people and c01mtries of the Third World, 
facism, war, poverty, unemployment, economic crises. 
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2) Orientation towards Serving the .Pe~l.e: . 
To see that the majority of Hawa11 s people are of the working class and have working 
class backgrmmds which is the class that creates all the wealth and value in society. 
To realize that they should join with them rather than be motivated by their own nariow 
self-interest. They should support the working class rather than the ruling class, · 
or asi=iro to becane a part of the ruling class or a lackey of the ruling class. They 
should learn to value the manual labor of our working class rather than look down upoµ 
it and isolate themselves from it. We should aim at serving the interests of the 
working and poor people rather than the ruling class which oppresses all classes un~r 
them. They should aim at becoming active contributors in developing the progress of · 
this society and to end exploitation of man by man. They should aim at creating t 
practical value in their work that will be useful. In courses they should work toge-
ther with other students in project or course work, rather than compete with each other 
for grades. We must be concerned with the well-being of the masses of the people. 
We must remember that "the people and the people alone, are the motive force in the · 
making of world history." 
3) Willingness to unite with class 
01tat1on or a etter o 
ner y, s means to e up e strugg e to lIIIProve e material we -being of 
the masses of people and for the masses of people to begin to organize to assume 
control over their own lives. This includes day-to-day struggles and protracted 
struggles. To see that in the struggle for equality and to end exploitation of man 
by man, society has and will continue to move forward. Given the conditions in the 
world, this concretely means to take up the struggle to: oppose the monopolist 
capitalist class and their economic, political and social system; to struggle to 
improve living conditions; to support .. the full democratic rights for national mino-
rities and women and oppose discrimination against them; oppose fascism and acts of 
selected fascism, oppose wars of imperialist agression; support the struggles of 
Third World and Second World countries against the hegemonic actions of the U.S. and 
the USSR. To begin to build step-by-step for the overthrow of the capitalist class 
and the rule of the proletariat l.Dlder a system of socialism one starts at basic 
levels--building a mass movement among students, workers, COIID11Unity people, various 
ethnic groups. This involves working through the system to force concessions and 
expose the system and its rulers; engaging in mass struggles and/or individual 
fightbacks, teaching from a working class perspective; developing propaganda material,s; 
going into spontaneous struggles of the people and put proletarian leadership and 
politics in the front. In this work our task would be to raise the political class 
consciousness of the people and organize the people to gain greater control over 
their own lives in the process, thereby developing a people's force to challenge the 
forces of the ruling class. For each of us the level of commitment in this struggle 
varies. It is a protracted struggle to transfonn our own outlook and forsake our 
own interests and work in the interest of the people. 
4) A Positive Etlmic Identi~: It is hard for us who have had our culture suppressed by 
.American Imperialism to oak back with pride at our heritage given the historical · 
accounts written by the ruling class . We have been educated to look down upon our 
working ancestors and look with shame upon their culture and lifestyles. To gain a 
positive sense of identity with our ethnic heritage and our working class roots, we 
must l.Dlderstand that the conditions that we find many of our own ethnic group in 
today and the stereotypes attributed to our "race" is rooted in racist ideology of 
the ruling class which is used to divide the working class to exploit workers . It 
is not inherent to our race or culture. It is not the personal fault of the indivi-
dual. It has material roots in the capitalist system. We must tmderstand that this · 
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racist ideology has been used to divide ~mrkers from workers in order to prevent 
them from tnriting to organize against their common enemy--the capitalists. The 
ruling class has also suppressed the record of the militant resistance of our ances- · 
tors to the oppressive conditions. It has suppressed some of the cultural expressions 
of our spirit of resistance. It has suppressed the vigorous and vital aspects of : 
our culture to make us assimilate into their own culture and become·submissive to it. 
By lDlderstanding this past-of struggle against oppression, of contributions to the 
present way of life that we enjoy of strength and vitality and courage-we can begin 
to pur ourselves into perspective in the present and better grasp our conditions and-
plan to take hold of the future to work for progressive change. 
Our main target is the students in the courses. We recruited students for the courses 
from the broader campus community. In our propaganda, our main focus is on the students , 
Ol). the campus •
Through project work with the Hui Paio student organization and through involv.ement -
in campus, conmunity and workers struggles, they work with activists, many of whom also 
work with the Program, to develop struggles, programs and campaigns aimed at mobilizing ana organizing the broader campus comnamity. We should analyze the forces among the 
fapu ty and work with them in a mi ted front way in building campaigns on the campus. We 
sh~uld ~ake initiative and sponsor fonnns, and special events in cooperation with 
prpgressive forces on the campus, lDliting with them to win over the middle forces, in 
order to isolate the right--the University administration, its lackeys and supporters. 
. .... . 
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'IEpJNIQUES USED TO DEVEWP CONSCIOUSNESS IN 1HE COURSES: 
IN LECTURES, READINGS, LABS, PROJECTS, ASSIGNMENI'S, GEOPOLITICAL TOURS: 
1} develop students' class consciousness 
- identify classes at each stage of development in Hawaii and what is the 
balance of forces 
- identify with the working class by seeing that the majority of Hawaii's 
people are workers, that the majority of our ancestors were workers --
immigrants and native Hawaiians -- and that in the present we are part-time 
workers, and in the future we will too become workers. 
2) Expose the barriers to class consciousness and unity 
- narrow nationalist outlook 
- ''we are only students, what can we do?" outlook 
- petty bourgeois ideas of individualism, competition, etc. 
- "employee mentality" 
- "colonized mentality" 
- define and analyze material basis for concepts and social ideas 
3) Link up their experience with the contemporary struggles and issues through speakers, 
readings, movies, discussions, tours and participation in projects 
- with workers, conmuni ty, GI, student and ethnic movements 
- what they work on in the course (project) to the broader movement, and 
historical perspective 
- learn lessons from other struggles so that they can apply it to their own 
struggle to direct blows at the ruling class 
- with their experience at work with the general experiences of the working 
class 
- with their personal experiences of racism, exploitation as students in the 
housing market, with the broader experiences of people in Hawaii. 
4) Define and analyze the material basis for concepts and social ideas that are barriers 
to buidling a united and revolutionary working class movement -- narrow nationalism, 
racism and petty bourgeois outlook. 
5) Provide facts, concrete examples and an organized analysis and perspective of past 
and present struggles and issues . 
6) Apply the dialectical, historical materialist method and outlook in presenting and 
analyzing the experiences of Hawaii's people and the social, economic and political 
development of Hawaiian society. 
7) Explaining how various parts of the superstructure are used by the ruling class to 
exploit the working class 
- role of the State 
- education 
- religion 
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General Line for ES Program - Methods of Work 
In order to carry out our role, we must strengthen our unity within the program, 
our link with the. university coovnunity and with the masses of people. We do this by 
taking the style of ·work that promotes: 
l 
1) democratic discussion 
In order to develop unity of action democ~atic discussion should be carried 
out not only,amo.ng members of the ES Program but in our contactJ'f.ith the rest of 
the universi,ty . co111J1unity. Within the program all ideas should be expressed and 
taken into .consideration. Nobody should be shut up because that person goes 
aga1nst tne tide. Democratic discussion will always bring out the concrete truth. 
An example of this can be seen with the issue of the ES banner ·for the Stop All 
Evictions Now march/rally. Many people were hesitant of endorsing the banner without 
full discussion about the implications that would come about from endorsing the banner. 
After good and full discussion the banner was approved. · 
This type of style of work should not only be carried out within the program 
but also especially with out work with the students. In lfib,s and other discussion 
sessions we should always let the students express their ideas whether they be advanced, 
middle or backward. The lab leader or instructor should not suppress the ideas of the 
students and just . push his beliefs on the students. ·He should concretely show the 
students why a certain idea or method would be detrimental to the working class and the 
vast majority of the people and in that way•win over the students .to a wo"r~ing class t 
perspective. . '•t · ·,-:ri1 • · _.. •1 • 
2) collective and individual responsibility ~ . 
Whenever a staff member volunteers or is chosen to work on a coDlllittee he should 
not only carry out his individual ass{gnments but also feel responsible for the work 
produt'e~·.by his or her staff and the program. This means that even if a person is not 
responsible for a particular aspect of the course or program, if we see a problem or 
shortcoming then we should take the initiative t9 rectify and correct the situation. 
Being responsible includes many things like being. on time for meetings, carrying out; 
, individual assignments, etc. Not being responsible turns off the people who are : · .. · 
responsible and on time and creates much disunity among members of the staffs and · 
program. 
Whenever work:fng in conmittees individuals who are entrusted with the re~·pons- ~-· .. 
ibil1ty of leadership or chainnanship of that conmittee should study hard·and invest- · 
igate thoroughly in order to ·make decisions on general and specifi~ matters • . ' It also 
helps to run good meetings and to devise correct methods of work. If a person. is .. -
supposed to chair a meeting coming up,. he should check o~.t what items should be on the, 
agenda, what is necessary to discuss, and any important·announcements that has to be ·• 
· made. A good leader should also check if there are any'personal or individual hassles 
among staff or coD111ittee memb~rs that should be brought out. The responsibili -ty of 
the staff or co111J1ittee. members·should be·to abide by the majority.decision ·of~the group 
after thorough democratic discussion. · .; 
This style of work is also very important when working with the students. We ·1 
must always be punctual and complete in our work and set good examples. Nothing turn$ 
students off more than coming' late to a meeting-or persona 1 con·ference or.forgetting # 
to do something for the student. We must as much as possible be organized and pro-
fessional in our work. How can we expect the -students to do good work if we do not 
carry out our responsibilities in a professional .: manner? 
, .... •. 




J •.. Honest and open relations among staff with students and other members of the campus 
community. . . 
In order to carry out this style of work we must always strive to combat 
subjectivism and sectarianism. He should not 'be :subject-ive ;-because -this will lead 
· us---to pre-judge pep,pJe in .. t~.~-~t~ff_ and program without truly knowing everything ' 
about -that per.$on ... U~ sh~uld 'hpt _' judge ·a person· on how he looks or appears._to be b14t 
should try hard to get to kno~, ·th·at person befot'tr fonning an ·opinion . Thh x1.lso 
applies to our work with students. Sometimes· 'a student · may •be late in handin·g :;n · 
assignments and we automatkally consider that -person a "slacker. 11 But maybe the 
· · tr.uth is : that .person h ve.ry_;bu~y g~ing -to school and work~rtg ·a part-tjme j_ob. With-
out ,thorough investigation we would ·n\ake'false accusati-0ns toward the stu9ent. . 
We sho~ld not b~ sectarian because ··rt wi.11 surely undennine the unitYt.of .the 
people among staff and in :,t:he program to just form little "cliques" -that Jusf,look 
. out for themselves and not the benefit -of the ·whole program. Having good r.elation-
• • • • .._ • \ l 
ships ,~nd opposing sect(lrialiism wi~l . also enhance our work bec_ause we can,.learn from 
other ,cpepple'-s· experiences and ideas on how to accompl,sh our tasks. This_ does not 
mean·•we-·should not . take independent s'tands on issues that come before the ·staff or 
program but after thorough democratic discussion ,good ·working relationships; .should 
··once again prevail. · . • · . . -.~' 
· ·Being sectari a:O: w·i,th ou.~. ,.students wi 11 ··a 1 so · ·imdermi ne our tasks o~ µnfti ng a 11 
., · ·;: who can be united wi.th our. world autlook .' · We shoul d not just ·talk story , .to . the · 
advanced students and ice out the ' middl~ and ·backward but should strive a.tall times 
l to ~ tr:1( .and c;le_velqp the 'majoriti of 1tne students: •- ' . ' . . . 
. . : We m1.1,s.t _ij:l,s~_.combat li _bera11sm in Ol';de_r:· "td' ·have honest and ·9~1') rel~tio~ 
among staff and with studen .ts. 'If a persbn ·makes a mistake we shooil.d n9t.t-1et things 
slide for the sake of being friends ·~·· He.jsho·uld give thorough ·cons'b ~uctive criticism 
in order to help that person and also the work of the organization. Whenever problems 
arise we should always talk about it openly and not criticize -behin~ people's backs. ~ 
We should try at ~11 times to refrain .from being arrogant and above taking on' minor, 
seemingly uni~rtant assignments just because we are -:old lab lead~r.s ~nd have worked 
-in the Program~ for a 1 ong tjt'lle. · .:; : . .. . : . . . . 
· When WQr~ing with students we s~<;>uld ·combat lettfog incorrect ideas t.~li~e by for 
the sake of keeping on good tenns with . <iur students and should always give .01,ar point ·. 
of view. .We should alw~ys be concernea for . the well-being-of the student~ ·.aod should 
always• do investigation among the ~.;uaeflts ·a:s to their particular prol;>lerl]S and 
Hang-ups. ·: 1: :) • • • • • • , • • • • 
' I , . , · 
14. ·Practice criticism/self-criticism , · · · · • . 
:, We shou.ld pr~ctice this parti ·~ular style of work to .bui ,ld . Unity, and not to tear 
apa-r-t, so thi\t~ can learn , from·o~.i~,mistakes, and also ,so that we do not b~come -· 
elitist and 11bi~ head. 11 Many tim~s·-,t :is hard to · ·practke self ~crtticism because 
we:-are .taught that to be wrong· is .·very 'bad. But it ts 'only natural. to make mistakes 
when one is starti .ng out and 1l!arning. Also tlli-s is ·true for even the mo~t experiented 
and ·intelligent people. We ·shoulcf not be afrai-d to cr.iticize ourselves bu'.t also we · 
should try very hard to take our· self-criticisms to heart. lt is only if .. we our-
selves · really try _,~o ~~rrect ~ur m1s~akes _that wHl maRe our self-cri~i.cism ~r~ . 
We should also cr,tize people for not coming through but we have to dq ,t ,n 
a manner that is g_eared to bring ~bout , unity and not : dis-un -ity. We should not just 
cut a person dow_n. .for making. a mist"ake but · if ·· possib1e -should · always try to make 
helpf4l suggest~o~ , .. on how that . person carr·correct his -0r her errors. If we practice 
~··• tht ~ :ty.pe of cr "1M~fsin in staf'fa[ld among.members of the :program, .then t~is will 
sure_ly. .strengtheri . o~r u~i_ty with)p ,:t:lle program: • · · : · ~- .. , . .• ';.. . . 
We must also pra~tke critic'is~elf-criticism in our, work .with the . students. 
We should always weigh the cri t icfsm·s 'tiiven to us by the students · objectively and .. 
decide if the criticisms are valid. We should also decide how changes made according 
to their criticisms will serve the students better . ~lhenever we "screw up11 in our 
work we should always make honest self-criticisms of ourselves to the students. It 
is in this way that we hope they will view us as being honest and above board. We 
hope that this will also make the students see our "serve the people" attitude. 
-3-
And when we make criticisms of a student we should again do it to help the person be 
a better person and improve his style of work. 
5. Last of all, I would like to say that all the particular styles of work that I 
have mentioned are written about by Marx, Lenin, and Mao Tse-Tung. So we encourage ' 
everyone who would like to gain a better understanding of the points mentioned above 
to study the works of these men and others who have written in depth about this world 
outlook so that we may have better relations among staff and program members and with 
the overall U.H. comnunity. · 
' . 
·' •· • • I~, ,' 
... ' ·--~ , . 
Draft Proposal for ES General Line 
\IE RECOGNlZH, ·nm 'NEED FOR FUNDAMENTAL SOCIAL' CHANGE 
.- , .. " :•_ .. ........ :,. • t . , - . . ' .. 
'· i . 
• •, -f' :: rr•·.,_~" -~fl.!"" • i I' 
The. History. ·of Society ' Is• 'tlic '· liistory ofc i ~s Struimle .•. · ·•' 
; . : ' . i .... 
i ,.. . ,. 
During the primitive stages of human development, technology was limited to sticks 
and stones. \'Jhat was produced was sufficient only for a bare existence. But with the 
development of new to(?~S t.. crafts and ~ew method,s of f-i.p_m~s. a sulJ)lus uas produced 
apove what was needep: ._.f<tr 'subsistence ·: In orde·r to expand production wars were fought 
and captives were made slaves to use the tooµ; to prodqe.e wealth for their captors. 
T!lis .was. the !:f.:Lrst divi!s'iori ' ~r>oc~e~x . fP.~-? !i; clas~ci~!;-;-: masters and slaves, exploit~rs 
Ufld ~plo.ited ·, · people \•iho l'ive··µ,pori the :j..~bor ofi._Qth~rs. -tt . 
r: 1.,; , : . . ! • • .•;· . • ~•• I ..i .~J• •: 
-.~-·It , was.,n. -ruthl~ss ,'.nnui brti.t~f _syst~m : Slaves were but "talking tools" and their 
1i ~ere held ; chea p'ly' : by the ii- ·!llas1;ers who Ii vcd lives of . luxury and waste. The 
pr,r~i.d~ , o.f EoYPt · and . :the tombs •;of China, Japan an<l Mexico attest to the extremes to 
which .slaves were ·for~ed to labor. It \ ms the countless masses- of slaves •who built 
the Eg)'i;tian:, :. ?reek.j •:Roman ~ · Chinese . d.vilizat:iops to their heights. 
• J I '• ' .~I • . .. • •. ! •" •' • _. 
~' .J - ' .. • • -
Instead of developing :new 1metho<l~ of production to increase its wealth, the ruling 
ciass conquered new territories from . whic .h it extracted tax.cs, goods and more ,'slaves. 
Cons~t -\'J..ars! and ·c·ompu,11so-'ry" ·militai-y !5e'rvice le '<l many of the free population into · 
debt . . ,i,. privc:a: . out -.. b)(!.slave labdr, the free craftSJ!l _en joined the irnpov'erished ·masses 1~~•<:> 
were wi~IJOUt,.means--.of . earning a ·'living. There wer.e ,pumerous bloody slave revqlts ·~ 
such .~ -, .. t.hel'-l'ebelu.ion led :,:i:,y the ' Roman ~f~ve Spart~<;IJl?. Besides internal conflicts, . 
tJ1ei;~,.W9re·•revolts · in -the conquered f te i-r~ f '?ries ~d the threat of invasion. . 
: ! ! c•• I , ·•, . • • " I • ! ,. . cl. : .. • • . . . 1 
These conditions gave rise to the State and the instruments of government which 
the ruline class used to protect a~q maintain its power .and wealth -- the armies, the 
pplice, the court:;5, . officials and 'true collectors. But the state was not able to arrest 
t )1e decay of society, nor · was it r;i:ble ' to stop the revolutionary developments in the 
fprces of production \ ,· ·, · ,•,.·. · 
1 -~~tl~JJ.le~hodsi,-o:f!!Worldnc iron: · · tifo' 'plough, .th~ loom and. new mctho'cls of farming pl '¾1~ • • 
a ' labQr . ~orc .e gf ,.Yunnway ~'-laves and frc~ -- but lan~ess -- peasants ',-provided the oppor-
tunity <~~ expand pirdduetion to a lever •·neyer ~efore p,~~si]?~e. 




I r•_. . j' • if 
Th~ pb~tacle to progress ·was- the ieattionary siayeowning class. - But sla v~ revolts 
and civil ; 1~a.J:"~ _stnick ,deathblm·1s to the siave system, ·,and in its wake the class of 
laf}dlords ,_._ in ,whose hands !'; land had liecome concentrat~d, rose to power. In contradiction 
tcr th~J . c}a~S: ·.l"e~e the ·masses of pedsants 1 and ex ~sl aves who, in return for the right 
to , subsist on the land, were required to pay service and a part of their products to 
the landlord. Essentially, what arose out of the destruction of the old society wa?, ,_, 
a '11ew form of exp1lo~tation _,.::•feudali 1sm. · ·· · '· · '. . , 
•• 6' • \. • r ; • • ; l •f. • • } , - '' 
1 ,;, · ' ' • • 
The d~v~l.qpmept_ of trade . and ~xchange intens ,if!eq. _, the exploitation of the masses, 
as . the feudal · lo;rds' appetites fo:r 11iuxufi~s grei~. · · tn · order to obtaii.n money with which 
t o. buy th~~e .fo~rign ,,goocls, a greater . -silrplus 'Has required · to exchange for money. The 
oppression of the makaainana by the chiefs during the sandalwood trade in Hawaii is a 
clear example of the effects of trade on a pre-capitalist economy. 
The monopoly of trade led to the accumulation of wealth in the hands of tho mer-
chants who were eager to develop new fonns of production -- manufacture and mass agri-
culture. The landlord-tenant bond, the ownership of land by the feudal · lords / 'and the 
,· . , . ~. • 1 .. 
l ' -.2-
J , • '! •.- I ., 
1:. ... ,. 
: • ! ' 
• I • - .. I • I ·, • • • • f I • ,J • h • I I • 
· · , • ' l state which upheld the feudal order of society J were barriers t~ _. this develop~ent. liut 
' J·::the -~~tl~-1'..' l~~} 'p!,~ "ci~s~ w_~~-.in ·crisis. ., . · :_ ' 
-,,~ ?-:.·~ . • ,.,, _.,, -~- - ~1-, f 
•• ! l ' " 
The feudal mode of production was such that the methods of fanning and the 
landl~rd-peasant _relatio1,1 . yielded lm·1 productiviitYj ,thus causd.ne the feudal lords to 
incur · debts '_· ~d _ ~iving the peasants into pov~rty. _Rat;her . than : improving the forces 
11! o£ ·product~on /· ~11e feudal lords chose to j,ncrea,e thc ,,exploitatidn ··of their subjects 
· • •· · •· 'apd to capture 1the wealth of their rivals through wa.rs. This only red to deeper debt 
• i ; and the ~o':'erisI?ment · of the masses. . · 
. 'IL 
~-: 1 :-lod'et? ·History' ' i'~ 'fiie Record ;9f the Ruthless ExpansJ.,cm of Capitalism • : _.-•rf •. . •)' ' I . I • f t • , • • -~ ... • 1( • 
. l !l; 1:'.i 1'The risi.n~ bourgeoisie 9.£. me_r~hants and manufucturers and the new mode of pro-
• ~ 1 1·duct1on they 'represented -- capit .a_lism -- required '. -land and labor. Land they got py 
t'.Cflp'turing control .. ~f _ the state and enacting laws to break U);l feudal landholdings and 
'J 1 ! b\li)cin1g land into a commodity to be b9ught and sold. In Hawaii, ·the haole ca:pitalists 
epgineered the Great t,Jallele which resulted in the alienation of the Hawaiians from the 
lp.nd and the concent _ration of land in the capitalist class. In Englartd, the bourgeoisie 
1:· ..i, 1 • tti-ove peasnats off the land by fo:t;f«?,flJld tµl;'J)ed .the farmland into 1pastures or larce 
.,:r farms. TI1e lancj.i~ss and debt-r:j..d~en ·peasants . had two choices -:J ' betomc beggars or 
wage-laborers £or th~ ' bourgeoisj,.e. ,So it ,.,as by dispossessing .·the peasants bf their 
land that the bourceoisie formed its labor force. the proletariat. :, .. ' 
Seeking greater .wealth, th~ bourgeoisie t~ed to the exploitati9n Jof_ lands over-
seas . Toe· rape of Africa and the enslavement of its people :, tHe co1onization of the 
• ~' New \lorld and' t]~~ P.~Wlder of the East - .Indies ·was the 1,6uroperu1 capitalists I road to 
economic and political world domination. Estimates of the amonnt of wealth produced 
by the lucrative slave trade and squeezed out of the labor of the slaves come to about 
$1 billion dollars. j'he cost .-- 60 millu,n African lives. n'ot inciuding .the d.ecimation 
1
• of .~a~_t,rc ~0~~~;'11:~o~'.s ~n t~~ ,\lcst Indies ,.~d Centra .l Anrerl~f :-'::n· '\·:· _: .-.. ' .·:
1 
•• 
:•" i t •IJ lfy s.tudYt.ng the histocy '.of .. pumap so;iety ~.,e can ·see :t!ttat the d~velbpment of 
1 s9ciety :from tlie "lower. to · the ' higher · stages has been aecoiuplished by-'ihe ,•overthrow of 
one class by another whfch represents a more advanced form of pzoduction. 
This is the law_ o~.;social ~eveloprnent .. that ;revolutionized Hawap~ society between 
1178 and the late 1880s. Captain James Copk, when he ·set foot on the - shores of these 
i~lands in 1778;' represent~d ~he highcs _\ Jlevel .of social development;' 'that Europe had 
aqhieved ·up tb •'that time, ile intro~uced. ,A ,mor.e. •highly. ' developed set! (~of productive 
·· fc~rces --- irorl =tools, sl~!.i>~ and nunpowder, .-- -;and a neu set of productiV~ relations --
tqe exploitation ' 'of workers by capitalists to yield surplus to exchanee for profit. 
Tl{iS signalled t~e tot~l cJis,loca~iQ~ :of .-H.Awaiian society; beginnirig ·,-1ith the ~ppression 
o~ the coinmo? .feople by the;i~ 1.0lff,1t chiefs .-.Alld the decimation of ''the }·Hawaiian population 
. through ove,;work and diseas~. . . , , ,, , • · •''•' 
I • H : t 1 ,,j • I • 
_. The existing mode of production in Hawaiian society -- communal property, a system 
of.sharing. and production for subsistence -- were obstacles in the drive to develop 
capitalist production. Follo,'ling the same pattem as their peers in other areas of the 
wo:rld, the capita.lists in Hawaii encineered the Great i-lahele which in effect dispossessed 
the Hawaiians of their lands and provided them with little choice but to sell their 
labor to the capitalists. 
. ' • 
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In America, the colonial relation between the 13 colonies and Britain was the 
fetter upon the developraent of capitalism in the colonies . The Revolution of 1776 
~mashed the economic and political donination of the 13ritish ruling class and paved 
the way for the unrestricted development of capitalism in America. 
The ascendancy of the capitalist class was not limited to the economic sphere. 
It created or altered institutions to advance and consolidate its control over all of 
society. That relieion which supported the values of laissez faire capitalism (un-
restricted capitalism) became the rcli3ion recocnized by .the rulin~ class. Schools 
took on the ftmction of transmitting the values of the rul'ine class -- free enterprise, 
competition, individualism, profit -- and trainin1; workers ' to maintain the division 
~f labor -- the class divisions in society. In Hawaii, the University of Hawaii ,-ms 
established to serve the technological interests of the su3ar planters, and the 
discriminatory Enelish standard school syster.1 was set up to separate out the children 
.of the haole elite from the children of the working class, to train the former into 
the elite class and to train the latt~r into the laboring class. 
A- state apparatus _was built 1to protect the interests of the capitalists. In the 
nr~-icle "ConstitutiQn Called \loik of i-finority Rich" in the August 21, 1975 issue of 
~t;h~ Advertiser, it ~s pointed out , that: 
our Constitution was devised as a means of protecting land speculators, 
bankers. ma.nµfacturers, shippers and slave owners from the politics -and 
tendencies of the new country's majority of small farmers. • ,' • · • 
I I , I !. , I ' • 
the American (;onstitution simply doesn't r.iake sense ·unless it is understood 
that th~ , document was ,-1ritten by representatives of a minority class of 
; ,,. ,-,hite men who not only stood to gain financially from the new goverru:ient 
but were beinc overwhelned by the increasingly democratic forces coming to 
power in the state governments. 
In Hawaii, the Bayonet Constitutuion was forced upon Kalakaua which made the 
Kinu "subordinate in theory as well as in fact to the propert _ied haoles of Honolulu." 
(Lawrence Fuchs, ~m·1aii Pono, p. 29) 
The state instit~~rd laws to protect private property, tariffs to secure . the home 
raarket frora forei!!Jl competition, and military defense against foreign aggression. 
It was this capitalist class ·which then led the nation into a policy of expansion 
·and national oppression which committed · genocide against the native American Indians 
and conquered and annexed Uexican texritory in the South\\cst, and the Philippines and 
Hawaii in the Pacific. tn1y did a nati 'on, born out of strugule against national 
oppression, become an oppressine nation in turn? The answer lies in the expand or 
die nature of capitalism. The pursuit of profits leads to increasing needs for land, 
labor, markets. and capital. \R1en the nation cannot supply these demands. the capita-
lists have to seek other means. These means have included territorial conquest, colo-
nization, and importation of foreign labor. The fact of history is that the wealth of 
the monopoly capitalist class in the U.S. was squeezed out of the superexploitation 
of non-white people at home -- the Indians, the Clacks, the Chicanos. the Asians anc\ 
abroad in Asia, Latin America, and Africa. 
-
'• 
•• : t 
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The Ftmdamental Contratliction Under · Capitalism Is Social Production vs. Private 
A:J?,Propriation · ·:···•· ... ·: .'. · _:.,:~ ·-"· •,,· "• ,i: i · ... •'l 
I:'. 
.. ; ··,a .. , •. ,, .. .- '·;; .•··•., ;••·- •• :I ::.-_i: : ,· .,,'..:,F : . • / ;•:! • : ·t 'l ' ' ; ·• • 
. :' ·· ~ve,9'wh~re, th~ rulin,~ ) =la.sses _of the -wp~ld have built their wealth and poNer · 
otf•the backs· ;of working p~op_le. ,UP.d.~r capi talis11,1, .:t;b,e. bourgeoisie first destroyed the 
p:ttevious me_iihs of livelinQod, concentrated the m~an~ ;_qf productiion in their hands, 
; ;• :p:r.ovi~~d tf\~ mass~~ :wit .f no choice QUt 'to sell thE!i~::,labor power to . the Capftalis• .~s, 
p~d '._t~ern row :~ag~s c9.,ri~entrated w_o:rkers in, larg~_. nl.11$.ers in ma~s producti~n. of · 
cqmmodi ties, and t ,h_qn took contro~ <>;~ ,what ·. "{as produce4. · and sold the collBIJodi t es for 
p~ofit '-- their pr9,fit ..,;. while the ~~orkers. m~de. bare.l,y ,·enough to sustain themselves 
It is thi~ ' f~damental contra.di~tioJli _in capitalism -- social production but 'jit-ivate 
aP)?ropriation -- which ' gives . rise to the dynamic in capitalist society: the conflict 
hetween the working -class -- _th,e Jl!i,llions .who have np means of living except by 
their labor, who.' produ<;e the w~al th •. and whose laboz:, is the driving force in soci.e'tiy 
j ,_. 
vs. the capitali!st class _:_:•-'the· hanciful who do no . productive labor but live ~) :ni.:·iJi-e 
billions of dollars they appropriate from the labor of the workers. 
. t '\ ' , i't• • t ' .,, ·I : . •'\ .J •Y s l • ,:. •.~ 
,, ·Th=!-s'.·'e?'Ploitati:Y:~; !eif',tii,ons!i;i,p is, . the cause:•of recurring economic crises. 
t'/or'kers pro"i:luce x do liars . ~-101,".th : pf ,goods but are paid only a portion of what they 
produce so that the capitalists can take the rest as profit. But in order for 
. the capitalists to get .anything, ,the .entire ; batch of ,products must be sold for x 
· 'd~1f:irs. The ww·Jcers can ·~nly ~W.• a . .,pqrtion; ,,so a surplus is left over. Credit 
ari~. ~i.~Cr.1p_ayme11~s ~hittle dc;n.m;t\'\~: surpius a little, but most of it ·has to be dumped Ol}to m.a-ket~ averse~. . , . . . .. -, . ·i ' . · l 
•I, - ' . . ,f 
Ca.pi talism Is In Decay .. ,, ., ~.r ! 
-~ • I ~ J • . - I I -
·a~._,H _.: p4 J 
,r!l'lhen th'erc:f i'w,ere laricfs ''to c~~quer, resources to plunder •;! niark.ets to corner, ; ; 
t.morganized labor to exploit, and an abt.mdance of capita1 ~·1:0'1nvest the capitalist 
class was t11e ~i~ing force iµ ![io~iety .• , _But clearly, at the •present stage, expansion 
is becoming ·. more and more ,difficult :for , .the capitalists. Countries are resisting ,-
the -i~fo~ · 1of·'tJ.'S:. C?p.it 'a:1•·~ci are · le,rying tariffs on American goods. There are 
nq areas .. left :to .conquer . . ,'l'JtJ.;t;d World nations are fighting back after decades of 
... ~foft~t'ion ') mtcl"political ' do~i~ation. , .Wqiambigue, Guinea-:Bissau, ·Antola, South 
V~etharn:, rCampod'ia, and Laos ?:I'e recent ex~ples of this revolutional!)'i •1:rend. The 
implic~tiohs ··for imperialist countries, ~specially the u.s~ J are · clear. No longer 
wfll they be able to obtain raw materials cheap from Third World countries who win :•., 
cqntro 1 their own resources and will use . them to develop their economies in order · !, 
t'O raise the standard of living of their .. people. ,,_. I:t ,will become increasingly 
'd{fficult for imper.ialists to dump thei~ Stgplus ,:goods overseas as Third World ana Second World cot.mtries aim toward -self-reliance and trade based on mutual 
benefit. · .-. , 
l. ., . I • Co, • • 1 
•The recurring crisis of overproduction, ;•than, . w:Lll worsen. And, as the 
monopoly capitalists become less able to export their problems we can expect more 
itjtense exploitation and oppression at home. Already, workers have been laid off 
in the tens of thousands and those left on the jobs face speed-:ups. In Hawaii, 
the statewide unemployment rate reached a 24-year high of 9.0 in January, 1976. 
Molokai and Lanai had 1D1employment rates of 34.5% and :..,;% respectively, which means 
that more than 1 out of 3 workers were without jobs. 






The Department of Comme~ce reported that the nation's Gross National Product 
·(GNP), the broadest measure of national economic activity. "declined for a record 
";. \ ':· 
' s~cond straight year in 1975 • . • There have never before been back-to-back yearly 
drops .in the GNP since record-keeping began in 1946. 11 (Star-Bulletin, 1/20/76) 
In Hawaii, the balance of payments with mainland and foreign countries for 197°3 
showed a deficit of $299.S million, "more than 2½ times the previous year's deficit." 
(l:lawaii '75 Annual Economic Review, 25th Edition, Dank of Hawaii, p. 32) Tourism, 
one of Hawaii's top industries, had a growth of only 1. 3% in 1975. "In the past 
decade, the industry has been accustomed to increases of 16 percent to more than 30 
percent a year. . • . 11 (Star-Bulletin, 1/28/76) 
~. i .• 
I' 
The recession has widened the gap between the rich and poor in the U.S. Between 
Hl68 and 1973 "a total of $20 billion was transform~d from the bottom three-fifths 
of U.S. families to the upper two-fifths." Statistics from the U.S. Bureau of the 
Census Survey~ 1973, show that: ,._ 
• 1 
• i' I • 
••• the poorest 20 per cent of the nation's families, those with 
incomes of $6,081 a year and wtder, received only 5.5 per cent of 
the total income. At the other end of the income scale, the top 
20 per cent of families, consisting of those whose incomes exceeded 
$19,253 ; received 41.1 per cent of the total. They had more income 
than the entire 60 per cent of the population at the bottom. The 
average family in this top "quintile" received 7.5 times the income 
of the average family in the lowest 20 per cent. (Advertiser, 6/2/75) 
' ·•' ' · Inflation -- which, like recession, is inherent in an unplanned, profit-
driven economy -- has brought added hardship to the working class. Because of 
m~sive military expenditures to secure foreign markets, the government h~s been 
-=. ' spending more than it has been taking in and printd.ng up.tmoil'e money to_pp_ay· its ',biHs, 
to balance payments. and to stimulate the sagging economy. As a result our 
cµrrency is not worth much more than the paper it is printed on. 
The Census Bureau reported :that "American families in 19.74 had abQut the same 
:r~al income as they did in 1969, ' even though the dollar amount of earnings rose 
sµbstantially. • • •11 (Star-Bulletin, 1/31/76). The-Bank of Hawaii's annual economic 
r~port says that in Hawaii: , 
' . • • while the average '.'1age in 1974-, in · ,current dollars was $8,881, 
in "real" terms, usinn ' constant 1960 dollars, the average wage paid 
amounted to $5,337 last year, the lowest since 1969, r eflecting 
the serious inroads made by inflation in Hawaii as elsewhere in the United 
States. (p. 15) · · · ,, 
i 
The cost of living in Hawaii in 1974 increased 10.5 % over 1973. The cost of 
food rose 17.4% and the cost of housing rose 7.6%. The Department of Labor 
e~timated that a typical family of four in Hawaii on a Im.,-budget (rent;ing a 
hqme and having a diet largely starch with little meat) iri "l974 needed an income of 
$U, 383 (an increase of 25% from 1972) but State statistics show that "It's clear 
that the 'average' salary for a worker is barely enough ;to neet the Labor Department' s 
'low-budget' needs for a family of four." (Advertiser, '4/16/75) 
The Census Bureau also reported that inflation "plunged another 1. 3 million 




were classified as poor in 1974. .t:,hat was significant was that .\'all those -who-fell 
in.to poverty in 1974 were employed ~" The Bureau reported that · 11the 12 per cerit 
inflation of .. 1974 ·_..; the werst since Worlq. War II -- eroded wage and -s-alatjr ·gains 
made in the :;:iHevfous ' four years; ' but hurt the .richest least." (Star-Bull·etin, 1/31/76) 
", , : ,1 t I • 
The cr i'~is i~- hitting national minoriti~ _;;.·,wi~
11
particular force. __ In th~ ghettos 
they are forced to :pay even ,higher prices. On .th~ job site, they are l!-1st -hired, 
first fired ·.,'' 11ie"y_'\:,ecome scapegoats -- pointed .. to by the ruling class ·os ··the cause of 
society's prb'blen1i · -- as a tactic to divide people's struggles., Deportation raids 
are taking place against aliens. Blacks are subjected to racfst genetics studies 
which are used by the ruling class to justify and .. reinforce ·inequality -- to justify 
st;erili.zn1,:ion ·cwuiiam Shockley) and cut;ting off of fmds to -uperade the ; quality 
of education(Arth~r Jensen). A genetics study is being conducted right here at UH 
to research the he r editability of cognition. "Thc· study is justified on the grounds 
that it will provide a "basis for future decisions about the disttll'bing but inevitable 
questions about population control which :w:Ul have to be ,made at governmental level." 
Since slave society when men, by virtue of their ownership of the means of 
production, came to dominate society, women have been exploited as cheap or · unpaid 
lapor and denied 'equal rights in emploY.JD~nt, education, religion. and politics; 
Only after a long struggle beginning i~ l848 was women's suf~rage finally won frl 
1920 in the U.S. But as time passed an~ the co~dition of women remained unclianged, 
wo'!len reali~ed that suffrag~ -was not the ,answe:r . ~o their exploitation ·•in the 1home 
and in the factory. The Women's Liberation Movement of the 1960s and 1970s aimed at 
acl)ieving equality where ,, i matters -- in tJle, ecqnomic sphere -- and they were conceded 
th~ Equal Rights Amendµtent_. In the present aconornic crisis, however ., women find 
themselves in a doubl e bind -- having to work ·to. keep the family's ,income ahead .of 
inflation but being 'among the first to be laid ·off. , In . these conditions, the ERA is 
but an e~pty gestufJ. 
I 
The crisis does not spare the youth. "Half the nation's 16 million young people 
be~ween 16 and 19 are jobless, .including :two-thirds ,of the blacks in this age range." 
(Advertiser, 7/27/75) Today's 1yoµ,th , .a;re growing :up; in a -decadent capita.list culttll'e 
which e~loits sex '1~,nd violence in books, magazines, TV shows and __ movies. tlith little 
to rlook"rorWard to1 they are attracted to mysticism, dope, and religious fanaticism. 
i\e NEA said tliat in 1975 students comittea·more · than 100 murders, 12,000 armed 
robberies, 9,000 rapes and 204,,000 aggravated ~ssaults." (Star-Bulletin, 2/2/76) 
In the schoos themselves there were 207,000 burglaries . and vandalism that resulted 
in 600 million do1~ars worth of damage • . Th~. "solution!' to · these conditions has been: 
, ' . 
"ttillions are being spent on sophisticated security systems and .armed . 
police patrols in and arotmd troubled schools. Closed-circuit television, 
electric sensors, walkie-talkie~, pq.c_k,et-size 'panic buttons" that allow 
teachers to signal the central office _when threatened by youths -- these 
already are used where criin~ stalks ,1;he_ corridors and .classrooms. • .. " 
: r . . 
The future that ' capitalist society hold,s ifor .~oday's : y.outh is bleal,. The prospects 
of unemployment and having to fight in an , imperialist offer little hope . . ... . 
: ' ·I I; ' 
The burden of the crisis is being · shifted onto college students, too . Hikes in 
tuition, dorm, and parking ~ees are driving , µp, the uf educ~tion, while f\Dlds 
for financial ai'd prpg~arns are . being cut back. l,t9re andi more .war.king class and 






self-supporting · students are turning to the community colleges. In 1974, 23,600 
students out of 40,000 students in the University of Hawaii system held jobs. 
(.Star-Bulletin, 2/6/76) \~bile the costs of education increase each year, the quality 
of education is deteriorating. Cutbacks in course offerings and faculty have created 
l~ss desirable learning conditions. Ethnic studies programs which minority students 
fought for and won have been cut. On Novemb~r 18, President Ford asked Congress to 
cµt $1.28 billion in 1976 education appropriation. The MUPP Ler,islative News, Nov. 
2(5, 1975., reported that the proposed ' ·cuts include: 
( . 
••• the entire appropriation of $240 million for Supplemental Educational 
Opportllllity Grants; $140 million of a total appropriation of $390 million 
for College 1'/ork-Study; and the entire appropriation of $322. 5 million 
. for , t;_J;ie National Direct Studeiit 'Loaris. Recissions were also requested 
.· for language ,~raining and area-studies centers, collliltmity service programs, 
•• veterans' cost of instruction •.• ethnic heritage studies ••. 
Th~ Capitalist Class Is Declining and The Oppressed Are the Rising Force 
.The intent of the capitalist class is to maintain the status quo, to keep this 
system of exploitation intact. For this reason, the capitalist class is a reactionary 
-'=orce. Hawaii's history is filled with incidents of the reaction of the capitalist 
.:..~ass • against the struggles of the workers _for a better quality of life. In the 
1~20 sugar strike, the bpsses responded by evicting the Japanese workers and their 
f1Jlllilies from their homes. Some 6,000 people were forced to seek temporary shelter 
il'} Honolulu where they were struck down in large numbers by a flu epidemic. Many 
died. -In 1938, striking Hilo dock workers protested the arrival of a shipload of 
s~rikebreakers. The police opened fire and shot or bayoneted 36 people, including 
w~men. To this day, the incident is referred to-as.the Hilo .. Massacrc. 
! 1 •:: I 
The monopoly capitalists have slowed down or shut down production and have laid 
off workers until the surplus of goods wore down. They have kept goods off the 
m1;1.rket, creating .• artificial shortages and thereby driving up prices;. They have 
destroyed goods -- goods that the people need but cannot afford -- rather than 
s~lling them at a lower price. They have fixed prices in the industry they monopolize, 
a~ we saw in th.e 1suear and oil industries. They have closed down factoi;i..es and have 
nrtl' . at'/ay to fpr~ign ·coW1tries where materials and labor are cheap. Alilt•the~e they 
have done because of their primary concern - - profits for their class . 1 
Moriopoly capitalists have used the courts to impose injunctions on strikes and 
to undermine the ability and right of wo_rkers to strike. For example, on October IS, 
1~7S, the Federal court ruled in favol;' · ·of Hawaiian Telephone Company, denying 
Ul\employment compensation to the 3,000 HawTel workers who struke the company in 1974 • . 
The monopoly capitalists rhave used ~he police to enforce court orders, to break 
up sttikes and people's demonstrations (such as the January 21, 1976 arrests at the 
P~PJ>le~s-Coalition demonstration . at the Capitol), to .evict people from their homes 
ta ·pave the way for their profit-seeking development (Kalama Valley), and to terrorize 
national minorities in their commllllities. 
The· monopoly capitalists - have use ,d the legislature to enact anti-strike bills 
such as Senate Bill 1126., int.reduced by Inouye;and ,Fong in 19r5 . Other pro-monopoly 
capitalist . hil 'ls are the · Rodino bill which . i~ - a':iir.~d. agai'nst aiiens who, the capitalists 
• , , I 1 t ! -t , 1 t ; • , ,;. ., r ; : • • - l · .. 
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first exploit and then try •to get rid of when they create a "labor surplus," 
and Senate Dill 1. Bill Blum of the National L~wyer' s Guild points out: 
. ' . 
As the current economic Grisis in the US deepens, a confrontation 
between those see)µng progressive soc;ial change and those who seek 
to preserve _the ou~moded e~onomic and political struct~es ,Qf 
m~hopoly c~pitali~~ .i~ ,a~piqst i~evitable ... The interes~~ 
. •::., prbtected by S-1 ~re ._th~ :Y~lues .<?f accumµ_1ated w~~lth and property. 
,· 'ffie bill direct~r, .J~t;p.tes ~uch vit'4 ' i.ttte"tests o'f the ~erican 
people as free sp~t:i~, mean.ingful WOJ:"k, adequate and s~able living 
s~8.)1dards and active participation in the formulation of social 
m\~ political poli~y. It also renders tf1e class , character of the 
government transpareqt. · · · 
i. . .. •. 
The monopoly capitalists have used the military and the CIA to intervene 
. in · the internal affairs of foreign CO'lllltries iii' ·order to des .tabj.lize anti-
' i '1' · • - i'nip~i'ialist governments such as Allende Is . 'gove'rnment in Chile. ·. ·_to p~otect 
American investments· from worker uprisings and attempts to rtationali'ze multi-
national industries in Latin America a,nd t~e Middle East, and to assassinate 
anti-imperialist leaders such as . Cuba's Cast~ and the ·congo' s Lumt.Dllba. 
: I • 
Billions of dollars in foreign aid have been ~pent to prop up r~cist, 
fascist, and puppet regimes tpat protect the interests of American imperialists. 
Repressive governments in .eluding 5_6 tnilitarx dictatorships, in So .. 1Africa, ' • ;. I 
. ; 
.• ,. t 
'! ! 
·,1 ' 
So. Vietnam, So. Korea, Greece/ Spain, the J>hilippines and · ot _her countrie~ 
have received $81 billion ' in U.S. aid since 1945 'which they have used to · 
"terrorize and subjugate the :ir own I people, II according 'to a study made by 
Senato~ Alan Cranston of California. . . . ·· . , ,, . 
• I ·, AU this the monopoly capl'tali 'sts have done fitrougli campaign .contributions' 
inf~uentia.I -'j~bbies, bribes (Spiro Agnew), putf:inf 'their otm men into high 
off;'i~e!? -(nol:ably Robert McNamara of Ford Motor . C~t>:!ny as Secr~tary of Defense 
Wlder ,.Ke~edy, and p-resently Nelson Rockefeller -as ·v;ce President and Henry 
. • t •l • 
~., 
Kissinger -• . formerly with the Rockefellers -- as . Sec·retary of State) and 
priJ!Jafily because •historicaiiy the ~tate was .sit' ~ ''fo;r the purpose of protecting 
the ~~'iriterests of the hourgeois'ie. Th!3refore, 'i t ·i is · not surpris _ing that 20% 
i , I f 
of µ·.s. Senators are millionaires, including Inouy-e an!i Fong of Hawaii . .. 
. r' ;, 
.. · ( .. ,, 
J ~: - . J ( • ' • • • t • ' •. 
;i .. ~11 of ~·this is a sign that capitalism is dying. The C/lpi"t;~list class is 
trying desperately to save itself, but alternatives are bbing ei{ininated 
one by one, and its forces are decfinirig. Government at every level is in 
or faces extreme financial crisis and is diseased with corruption. Watergate 
exposed it to the nation, and th~ majority of the peop~e have lost confidence in 
government. More and more p·eople are seeing :the courts 1 ils tools of ' the rich, 
and the rich can no longer confi.ne • its ·tonflicts ,-lith opptessed people within 
the limits of the courtroom. The· FBI and CIA have been exposed and public 
pressure has forced them to restrict their repressive activity. The Vietnam 
war exposed the military's role in suppressinr. people's struggles for freedom 
to protect ~erican big business.' . This cons 'cfousness led many soldiers to 
refuse to fight ,in Vietnam and will ·make it difficult for the military to fight 
future cbunterrevolutionary wars: · · • ·' 
: I t • 
The decline of the capitalist class is occurring as a consequence of the 
risil\g forces of the oppressed -- the working class, oppressed ,,nations, national 
!. I 




minorities, women, and students. Historically, the working class -- seeking 
a better life for the vast majority --continually struggled to get a larger 
share of the wealth they produced and for greater control over their lives and, 
therefore, the workine class has been a progressive force in moving society 
forward. 
It was the working people who struggled to get the Bill of Rights written 
into the U.S. Constitution ~ to guarantee democratic rights to common people 
and who fought for and won better workine conditions and protection -- the 8-hour 
day, better wages, safer working conditions, collective bargaining, unemployment 
insurance, and workmen's compensation. Today, the working classes in every 
capitalist COWltry are united by common interes~ and together th~ millions of 
workers of the world constitute a mighty force. · 
Numerous nations in the Third tVorld have fought against imperialist exploi-
tation and domination and have won independence in this century. Oppressed 
nations coninue t9 Lrise up. The world is in upheaval as revolutions sweep 
across the continents. In 1974 Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau and Angola won 
independence fro~ Portugal. eortugal, a Second World country, itself a victim 
of parasitic imp'erialism, . .is · in political turmoil. In , 1975, Vietnam, Cambodia, 
and Laos defeated the bigg~st superpower in the world -- the U.S. -- and won 
natio _nal liberation after decades of undying struggle. In the Middle East~ , 
in La:t,in America, in Puerto Rico, in the South Pacific, in the Philippines ,. 
resistance grows .day by day: ,, 
National rninori ties · have led the struggle against discrimination and racism 
and have forced numerous political and economic concessions from the government 
which have imprc_>ved the quality of life of many in our collll.try. 
. . .. 
~" ·.h • J 
Women; constituting half of our countzy•s population, since the late 1800s 
have ·become a political force fighting against economic exploitation and sexism. 
Efforts are being made to bring correct theory and leadership 1 to the women's 
movement,to bring the masses of women into the movement. and to link it up with 
other progressive for~es in society. 
Students all ove~. the world have plaY,ed a vanguard role in revolutionary , 
movements. In China, in the May 4, 1919 Movement. students sparked the cultural 
revolution against the Japanese imperiali~t.s 1 the oppressive feudal landlords, 
and the corrupt government officials. Toda:y ~n Korea, the Philippines, and 
Chile, students are protesting against the repressive regimes in their countries . 
In the U.S., students were the driving force in the movement against the Vietnam 
war, spreading anti-imperialist ideas, organizing thousands in struggle, and 
raising the consciousness of the nation. The economic crisis is drawing s1;udents 
into sharper contradiction with the ruling class ·, and student fightback organi-
zations are being formed all over the mainl~nd and in Hawaii. 
• I I • 
The Trend in the l'lorµl Is Revolution and So.cialism 
Capitalist society has reached the point where the forces of productio _n_ --
the level of skill of _Jhe workers and adyani::ed technology -- "provide the basis 
for a standard of living only dreamed of in the past. But in contradiction to 
this is the reactionary monopoly capitalist class . The means of production · --
the land, the factories, the machines -- which are absolutely essential to 
produce our basic needs are privately owned by a small class of monopoly capi-
... ( 
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I • • f' talists. And because they ' will produce for theil:' prb'fit, tlie people's needs 
for housing, adequate food and ·clothing, proper medi'cal care, decent education 
and old-age security are n0t provided for. The working class which produces 
the wealth in society i s driven into poverty. 1 
Again the contradiction ·between the forces of prodt!,~tion ~d .
1
the relations 
of production -- those that ,·p~oduoe the wealth of society · and .those that 
appr_91>riate th~ ,\o?eal th n:o:···hc.:; ·:mt (r-;si:fipd. · + Hi~t~rically, this contradiqtion 
has ·oeen resolv .~d throu gh . t:he. overthrow of the ·ruling class by the class which 
rept'es~rit ,s the marl;) advanced .. form of production 1and the formation of a new 
sociaf sy~tem. Contemporary history shows• that the contradiction in capitalism 
has · lel to prolet arian r c-volution -- the ·overthrot i of the bourgeoisie and the 
·-~~~~~1ishn1e1i~. 6f -the ·d.ictatorship of the ~proletariat --:. _rp1d· tlr,e ,construction 
:i:>"f'1a:)bci~iist society based on · social ownershi p arid,c'ccntro.l :·-df•.:thc,;jl~dductive 
forces · in society and where the state serves to i acili tate the transition 
to a classless societyJ free of exploitation and inequality. 
Fundamental changes were made: Capitalist relations of production the 
root cause of economic, political,and ·social oppression -- were destroyed. The 
•• 
bourgeois state -- the legislative body, the court~, and the military -- whose 
.. fwtction was to maintain th ~ rule of the bourgeoisie was abolished. And bourgeois 
·-:• · culture and ideology were combatted. 
·.~, , . ·•• ·J, • 1· ~.,, .,, ' - • I 
Boginning -with .the Bolshevik Revolution in RtiSs'ia in 191'(,.''socialism has been 
steadily 'advancing. China, Albania, No. Korea, Cuba; and in 1975 So. Vietnam, 
r:ambodia, and Laos have also won liberation from imperialism and_J}¥,,;,9ppressive 
rule pf the bourgeoisie and are building socialist societies. The o\d~~ socialist 
COlDltn,'.es have made tremendous strides in increasing produ~tivity, stah.ilizing ti" I ' 1 " ·prJce~, , r~i~~ng the general standard of living, _and bring~ng ~~But full .employment 






1 =The Working Class Is, the ~-fairu'Force 
I If~ I 
•. r " 
·· · 'i'he' ma.in force in all of these revolutions has been the ·~orki~g class. Under 
capitalism, workers have been brought together i nto large productive units. They 
have been taught to work as a team, and they have developed discipline and 
organization. As such, the working class -- together with the available machinery 
represents the highest development ~£ .flociety's productive ~forces : · Thus the 
working class has t he skill to realize the vast productive potential inherent 
in machinery and large-scale social production · to better the conditions of life 
of the masses. 1: · 
t . . - I • • :.. t 
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We Stand With The \Vorkingt,,.Class : ' • . .. 
· ·:· The history of ethnic minorities and the ,-,hol e working class in Hawaii is 
a history of struggle against the bourgeoisie to better the standard of living 
and to gain democratic rights. Only th 7:ough strug gle did the quality of life 
of Hawaii's ethnic and working people improve . Unionism and electoral politics 
were initially progressive and brought needed reforms but have not solved the 




lte look at the alternatives facing us. One is the continued existence of 
capitalism through more intense exploitation and oppression of people at home 
and abroad, crisis, war, temporary recovery, then worse crisis, fascism. war and 
devastation . The other alternative is the hope for a better life that socialism 
offers. 11e recognize the need for fundamental social change and looking over 
the development of society, seeing that each social revolution has brought 
about a better society, and seeing the trend in the world today toward socialism 
we are open to the study of socialism and we are open to the study of the revo-
lutionary theory of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse Tung Thought and its application to 
the historical and contemporary conditions in Hawaii, the U.S., and the world. 
